### ABB E-mobility bus depot charging

#### Use cases

**Depot charging:**

- **No space around the vehicle**
  - HVC360 power cabinet with overhead dispensers
  - (from 50 kW up to 360 kW per outlet)
  - Pantograph-up depot set*
  - Pantograph-down depot set
  - CCS control box

- **Limited space around the vehicle**
  - HVC360 power cabinet with depot charge boxes on wall or pedestal
  - Single connector
  - Dual connector

- **Sufficient space around the vehicle**
  - Terra All-in-one DC charger
  - (from 50 kW up to 180 kW)

**Opportunity charging:**

- (from 300 kW up to 480 kW)
  - Pantograph-up
  - Pantograph-down

*Pantograph-up depot set only available in CE markets*
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